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I. Tirer le fil à partir d¶une situation externe ±
exemple de la moisissure qui coupe internet
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Starting from the litteral GHVFULSWLRQ�RI�D�SURVSHFWLYH�VLWXDWLRQ��«
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«qualify more precisely the situation describing the armed forces context

2. What are the consequences on the 
external interfaces with armed forces ? 

Food supply chain
stopped

Financial 
transaction stopped, 

Administrative 
services stopped

Armed forces data 
centers in danger

Spread fake
information

Jobless hackers

Loneliness
feeling, 

Mushromm
poisoning,

Panic

No internet 
communication

Autonomous cars 
traffic jam

All visio
conferences cut

Some
organisations 
want to sell
mushrooms

Slower order
communication

No access to some
critical data

1. In which state are each external
system?  

Degraded
conservation 

conditions

Emergency food, 
Direct communication 
Emergency maintenance
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How armed forces can meet expectations in this context ?

3. What are the armed forces action levers 
once the situation is installed? 

To clean fiber
To raise small
animals eating

mould Deploy an 
altermative

technology to 
communicate

Distribute
alternative 

communication 
devices

Double all 
networks 

4. What are the armed forces action levers to 
get prepared to this situation or to prevent

this situation? 

Define emergency 
procedure with

fiber supply
company

Define coordination 
process in slow order

communication context
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Using systemic framework to study the situation is a way to enrich and 
broaden the scope and make the analysis more robust

How armed forces can meet particular expectations, considering such degraded operations conditions, in 
this context?  
Which new concepts can we imagine in terms of type of actions, procedures, technology? 
When dealing with one new concept, let us tell the complete story, going through all functions and interfaces? 
Other new concepts emerging? 
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